MARCY

The anterior-walker for more independence and mobility

max. 65 kg

lso
NEW - now a
ize 3!
available in s
41 - 98 cm

30 - 88 cm
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www.schuchmann-reha.com/MARCY

MARCY – the anterior-walker for more
independence and mobility
 With the coordinated proportions and multitude of options, MARCY allows maximum independence and
mobility.
 The handles are individually adjustable in height and
width.
 Three-dimensionally adjustable lower armrests are
optionally available to stabilise the gait pattern.
 Optional direction locks can be selected for the front
wheels for improved directional stability.
 A particular highlight is the option of the adjustable wheelbase, which increases lateral support and
permits mobility to be increased step by step using
MARCY.
 The size 2+3 base frames can be folded for easy
transport.
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Three-dimensionally adjustable
lower armrests to stabilise the
gait pattern

Seat surface

Optional direction locks for the
guide wheels

Storage basket

The size 2+3 base frames can be folded for easy transport

Size 0

Size 1

Size 2

Size 3

Handle height

30 - 47 cm

38 - 59 cm

53 - 75 cm

63 - 88 cm

Height of lower armrests

41 - 58 cm

49 - 70 cm

63 - 85 cm

73 - 98 cm

Handle spacing

18 - 32 cm

22 - 36 cm

30 - 44 cm

36 - 50 cm

Seat height

25 cm

30 cm

45 cm

45 cm

Total width

44 cm

48 cm

62 cm

71 cm

Total length

36.5 cm

42.5 cm

57.5 cm

61 cm

39 - 47 cm

45 - 55 cm

60 - 74 cm

65 - 79 cm

Max. load

20 kg

30 kg

50 kg

65 kg

Weight

4.2 kg

5 kg

7.4 kg

9.1 kg

Total length
(telescopic wheelbase)

HMV No.
Frame colours for size 0+1:

Handles can be singly adjusted
in height and width to permit individual adaptation

Telemagenta (pink)

10.46.02.3xxx
for size 2:

Sky blue		

Lazurite blue metallic

for size 3:

Traffic red		

MARCY

The support surface can be modified by changing the wheelbase

The wheelbase can be optionally adjusted and set using a
gauge

Anthracite metallic
Pure white
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